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December 13 Puzzle 

Birthday of George Pólya, “Father of Problem Solving” 

December 13 of the Mystery Year, marks the birthday of Hungarian 
mathematician, professor, and author, George Pólya. Pólya authored several 
influential books, one of which, How to Solve It (1945), is still widely used 
among math educators and students. It has been translated into 17 languages. 
Pólya proposed a simple, yet practical, 4-step approach to solving a problem:  

o Understand the problem. 
o Devise a plan for solving the problem. 
o Carry out your plan. 
o Look back. (Reflect on your process and the results.) 

Pólya’s approach elaborates extensively on possible strategies that can 
facilitate the problem-solving process, such as draw a picture, work 
backwards, use a formula, look for a pattern, and guess, test and revise. 

Use these clues to find the Mystery Year. Show your work.  

1.  Try the strategy of working backwards to solve 
this problem:   
David is thinking of a number. If you quadruple 
his number and then subtract 11, you will obtain 
17. What is David’s number? 

 
 
 
 
  

David's number is the ones digit of the 
Mystery Year. 

2.  Try the strategy guess, test, and revise to solve 
this problem:  
Three children, each under the age of 15, are in 
a room. The product of their ages is 72. Two of 
the children are twins, but the oldest child is not 
a twin. What is the age of the oldest child?   

 
 
 
 

  
The age of the oldest child is the tens 
digit of the Mystery Year.  

3. Consider the block pattern below. What stage 
would have a total of 15 squares? 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The stage number that has a total of 15 
squares is the hundreds digit. 

4. Here is a clue for checking your other answers 
and finding the Mystery Year:  
Find the number that is 1 more than the number 
of squares in Stage 29 of the pattern above. This 
is the age of George Pólya when his How to 
Solve It book was published (1945).  
 

  

What is the Mystery Year when 
George Pólya was born? 

 
 
 _______ _______ _______ _______ 
 Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones 

George Pólya’s book, 
Princeton University Press 
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SAMPLE:  Stage 29 has 57 blocks and 1 
more is 58. 1945 – 58  = 1887. 
 

SAMPLE: Write factor triples that make 72, 
with no factors above 15. Look for a double 
factor with a larger factor.  1 × 6 × 12  
1 × 8 × 9  2 × 3 × 12  2 × 4 × 9  2 × 6 × 6 
3 × 3 × 8  3 × 4 × 6 
 

SAMPLE: Reverse the steps in the process.  
First add 11: 17 + 11 = 28 
Then divide by 4: 28 ÷ 4 = 7 
 

SAMPLE: Look for a pattern and stop at 15. 
The number of blocks is 1, 3, 5, and the next 
numbers would be 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. So, the 
number of squares reaches 15 at Stage 8. 
 

Answer Key  

 1 8 7 7 
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Complete Solutions, Teacher Notes, & Extensions 
Birthday George Pólya, “Father of Problem Solving” 

December 13 
Puzzle 

Mystery Year: 1877 
CCSS: MP2 (Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively), 4.OA.4, MP1 (Make Sense of Problems and 
Persevere in Solving them), MP7 (Look for and Make Use of Structure), 7.EE.4.a. 
Topics: problem-solving strategies: logical reasoning, work backwards, make a list or table, draw a 
picture, look for a pattern, look for and adapt a related problem. 

 Clue 1 Solution  You may need to remind students that quadrupling a number means “multiply the 
number by 4.” 
By applying the strategy of working backwards in this clue, students would begin by taking the 
end result, 17, and reversing the steps in the process:  

David is thinking of a number. If you quadruple his number and then subtract 11, you 
obtain 17.  

17 + 11 = 28  Add 11, the opposite of subtracting 11. 
28 ÷ 4 = 7 Divide by 4, the opposite of quadrupling the number. 

David’s starting number is 7. Have students check that 7 does indeed satisfy the conditions of the 
problem. Thus, the ones digit of the Mystery Year is 7. 

Math Notes: The strategy of working backwards is a powerful problem-solving tool that 
students can use as a starting point if, say, they struggle with how to begin solving a problem. 
Often, students just need gentle prompts such as these:  

What do you know in this problem? What information is given? What questions are you 
aiming to answer? How can knowing XYZ help you answer those questions?  

Pólya addressed those prompts in his first step of his 4-step problem solving process, 
Understand the problem. (Some educators refer to his steps as phases rather than as steps.)  
Extension: Working backwards is useful when students begin solving equations to facilitate 
their thinking and reasoning. For more advanced students, or for students already familiar with 
solving 2-step equations, they may have even elected to solve the first clue algebraically by 
translating it into this equation: 4x – 11 = 17. It is important to note that when they solve the 
equation, they are actually working backwards: They first add 11. Then they divide by 4. 

 Clue 2 Solution  The product of the three ages of the children is 72. So, to solve the clue, the factor 
triples that produce the number 72 need to be considered, as shown below. 

1 × 4 × 18 1 × 6 × 12 1 × 8 × 9 2 × 2 × 18 
2 × 3 × 12 2 × 4 × 9 2 × 6 × 6 3 × 3 × 8 3 × 4 × 6 

The clue also states that two of the children are twins, the oldest child is not a twin, and that each 
child is younger than 15. The only factor triple that satisfies all of the conditions is 3 × 3 × 8. The 
oldest child in that triplet is 8, so 8 is the tens digit of the Mystery Year. (Note that 2 × 6 × 6 was 
discarded because the two oldest children are twins in that scenario.) 
Math Note and Extension: The above clue is based on a classic math problem created by 
George Pólya. We believe Pólya’s original problem is essentially worded as shown on the 
following page. That problem is very challenging, but after students have completed Clue 2, 
many of them should have a good start in persevering in solving Pólya’s problem. 
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Pólya’s problem: 
During the recent census, a man told the census-taker that he had three children. When asked 
their ages, he replied, “The product of their ages is 72. The sum of their ages is the same as my 
house number.” 
The census-taker ran to the door and looked at the house number. “I still can’t tell,” she 
complained. 
The man replied, “Oh, that’s right. I forgot to tell you that the oldest one likes chocolate 
pudding.” 
The census-taker promptly wrote down the ages of the three children. How old are they? 
Sample discussion and solution: Students should refer to the list of factor triples that 
produce 72 that they created for Clue 2.  
Ask: After looking at the house number, why do you suppose the census-taker said, “I still 
can’t tell”?  
Sample answer: If each sum of the factor triplets were unique, the census-taker would have 

been able to determine the three ages. But the sums are not unique. As it turns out, the 
factor triples 2, 6, 6 and 3, 3, and 8 each have a sum of 14. So, that is why the census-
taker returned for more information.  

Ask: How might the information that the “oldest child likes chocolate pudding” help you? 
Sample answer: The factor triplet 3, 3, and 8 has an ‘oldest child,’ whereas the factor triplet 

2, 6, 6 has two ‘oldest children.’ So, the ages of the children are 3, 3, and 8.) 
Despite the fact that many students may either need scaffolding to solve the above problem (or 
not correctly solve it), the process should enable them to gain an important positive experience in 
the art of problem solving. So, we suggest you conclude the discussion with this quote: 

“A reader who spends serious effort on a problem may profit by it 
even if he does not succeed in solving it.”  —George Pólya 

 Clue 3 Solution  Upon inspection of the three stages of 
the block pattern, students may apply the strategy of 
draw a picture to visualize how many squares are in 
Stage 4 (and further, if needed). Or, students may 
look for a pattern to study the three stages (without 
drawing pictures). The pattern suggests that the total 
number of squares at each stage is an odd number, 
increasing by 2 with each successive stage. Based on 
that pattern, students may think through or make a 
table to write down the stages and total number of 
squares in each stage. 
Because Stage 8 has a total of 15 squares, the 
hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is 8. 
Math Notes: This clue highlights two problem-solving 
strategies, draw a picture and look for a pattern  
(that is often coupled with make a table). Visual learners may elect drawing / extending 
the block pattern and counting the squares in each stage. That is a scaffold that can lead 
them to “seeing” the pattern. You should encourage them to verbalize this pattern as well.  
The strategy draw a picture is useful when dealing with geometric descriptions, such as a 
problem like this: The perimeter of a rectangle is 40 cm, and its width is 4 cm. What is its 
length? Drawing the rectangle and labeling the width with 4 cm often provides students the 
visual reminder that the other width is also 4 cm — and that the length is 16 cm.  

Stage 
Number 

Total Number of 
Squares in This Stage 

1 1 
2 3 
3 5 
4 7 
5 9 
6 11 
7 13 
8 15 
9 17 
10 19 
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The strategy, look for a pattern (coupled with make a table) is one that students are quite familiar 
with from their elementary grades when building foundational skills. In the middle grades, this 
strategy is especially useful in helping students transition from numerical thinking (specific cases 
of an instance) to abstract/algebraic thinking (generalization of a case). See more on look for a 
pattern in the explanation with Clue 4. 

 Clue 4 Solution  Students may elect to solve this final clue by referring back to their work in 
Clue 3 and continue extending the pattern until Stage 29, at which point they would know there 
are 57 squares in that stage. When 57 is increased by 1, the sum is 58; therefore, they now know 
that George Pólya was 58 years old when his book, How to Solve It, was published. From 
information in the introduction text, his book was published in 1945. By subtracting 58 from 
1945, students will determine his birth year as being 1887. Because the digits in the Mystery 
Year determined so far are __ 8 8 7, the Mystery Year is confirmed as 1887. 
Math Notes and Extension: For students who have not considered strategies, such as those 
previously discussed, Clue 4 may be the most challenging of all the clues. By design, no specific 
strategy was suggested with the clue — so students are free to apply whatever strategy makes the 
most sense to them. Emphasize that for many problems, there are multiple possible solution 
strategies. Teachers taking a heuristic approach can prompt students, if needed, to relate this clue 
to the prior one, where students have solved a simpler, similar problem. Some students may elect 
to continue their strategy implemented in Clue 3, specifically extending the drawings to 
determine how many squares are in the 29th stage.  
You may prompt students to consider alternate paths without reducing the rigor of the problem. 
For example, posing questions, such as, How might you organize what you know from your 
drawings in Clue 3 into a table?  
For more advanced students, or for students familiar with solving equations, you might suggest 
that they inspect the output (second) column of the nearby table, representing the Total Number 
of Squares in a Stage, and consider how each output relates to its respective input. Students can 
easily see that the outputs are increasing by 2 squares with each successive stage, but this 
strategy is not an efficient method for making predictions beyond the known cases. This is a 
fundamental goal in thinking abstractly and algebraically — to observe specific known cases, 
consider how the outputs relate to their inputs, and then generalize the pattern.  
In this block pattern, the outputs are always 1 less than twice the stage number, or written 
algebraically, 2x – 1. Let’s check this pattern with Stages 1, 8, and 29:  

Stage 1: 2(1) – 1 = 1  Stage 8: 2(8) –1 = 15  Stage 29: 2(29) – 1 = 57  
Once verified that this generalization applies to all cases of the pattern, you may want to extend 
the questioning with: How many total squares are in the Stage 100? (199) What is the stage 
number of this pattern if there are a total of 173 squares? (Stage 87). 
The key take-aways here are that it is important to provide students with many opportunities to 
see various strategies being implemented, to gain confidence as they try different ones, to gain 
affirmation there are many pathways to solving problems, and that it takes time, practice, and 
patience to become proficient in their application and selection of the most efficient strategies.  
Math Note: There is no question that George Pólya would have embraced Mathematical 
Practice 1: Make Sense of Problems and Persevere in Solving Them. In their article, 
“Developing Understanding through Problem Solving*,” Hiebert and Wearne provide the 
following guidance for promoting productive struggle in the classroom: 

Productive struggle may occur when a student does a task or problem… 
o that initially seems beyond his/her capability. 
o for which there is no clear path to a solution, 
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o that is challenging but is within the student’s reach, 
o and where the student employs sense-making to figure something out that is not immediately 

apparent. 
* Hiebert, J., & Wearne, D. (2013). “Developing Understanding through Problem Solving.” In H. L. Schoen (Ed.), Teaching 

Mathematics through Problem Solving: Grades 6–12 (pp. 3–13). Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 

 Historical Notes.    
George Pólya (1887–1985) was a highly respected mathematician and author. He was a professor 
of mathematics at ETC Zurich (1914–1940) and Stanford University (1940–1953). He was a 
progressive educator who possessed a mindset and practice that is prevalent today: Persistence 
and patience in problem solving builds perseverance, and making mistakes is a natural part of the 
process in building understanding. He is regarded as the “father of problem solving” because of 
his pioneering work in the modern emphasis in mathematics education on problem solving. He 
did extensive studies, wrote many mathematical papers, and wrote three books on the subject. 
The cover of the First Edition of How to Solve It is shown on the puzzle page. More than 
1 million copies of the book have been sold — with it being continuously in print since 1945. 
Pólya is perhaps best known for his work with number and probability theory, as well as in 
heuristics and mathematics education. Pólya remained Stanford Professor Emeritus for the rest of 
his career and life. A heuristic approach is any approach to problem solving that provides an 
adequate procedure for finding a satisfactory solution, although not necessarily by the most 
practical or efficient method. For information on heuristics and on the book How to Solve It, 
check out: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/How_to_Solve_It  

For a transcribed Pólya lecture to teachers, check out: https://www.cmc-math.org/george-polya. Be 
sure to scroll down to Part II: George Pólya’s Advice to Teachers (also known as “George 
Pólya’s Ten Commandments for Teaching”). 
For a PDF overview of Pólya’s 4-step process, check out: 
https://math.berkeley.edu/~gmelvin/polya.pdf  OR 
http://web.mnstate.edu/peil/M110/Worksheet/PolyaProblemSolve.pdf  

For an animated overview of Pólya’s 4-step problem-solving process, check out this video 
(2:28): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMlVcGEn7EE  

“A great discovery solves a great problem, but there is a grain of discovery in the solution of 
any problem. Your problem may be modest, but if it challenges your curiosity and brings into 
play your inventive faculties, and if you solve it by your own means, you may experience the 
tension and enjoy the triumph of discovery.”  

“The teacher should help, but not too much and not too little, so that the student shall have a 
reasonable share of the work.”  

“It is better to solve one problem five different ways, than to solve five problems one way.” 

Pólya’s advice to students if his 4-step process fails when solving a problem: “If you can't solve 
a problem, then there is an easier problem you can solve: find it.”  

“Solving problems is a practical art, like swimming or playing the piano. You can learn it only 
by imitation and practice. If you wish to learn swimming you have to go in the water, and if 
you wish to become a problem solver you have to solve problems.” 

“A teacher cannot share his enthusiasm when he has no enthusiasm to share. How he makes his 
point may be as important as the point he makes; he must personally feel it to be important.” 

―George Pólya (1887–1985) 
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How to Use Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with sample, step-by-step  
solutions and scaffolding strategies that include valuable teacher information.
➤ Step-by-Step Solutions are designed so even beginning teachers will 

be well-equipped to help all students. Alternative solution strategies are 
detailed to illustrate various paths to the solution.

➤ Math Notes provide additional mathematical background for the teacher. 
This includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of 
related common student misconceptions with intervention suggestions. 

➤ Extensions allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
➤ Multicultural Notes bring to light the contributions from various cultures  

related to the discovery/development of the content of the puzzle.
➤ Historical Notes provide further context for the theme of the puzzle.  

Often these notes delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the 
puzzle. Included are links to video clips and uplifting quotes.

To download a FREE, more extensive document describing how to use the puzzles,  
go to: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/7037642

OVERVIEW 
These puzzles connect mathematics to other disciplines, inspirational individuals, historical & 
current events, social justice issues, and pop culture — to reflect the diverse nature of our society. 
Each puzzle has brief information and questions about a specific day in history.

 Mystery Year Each puzzle begins with the critical reading of a passage of historical 
information about a particular person or event in a Mystery Year. Students use math 
clues to determine the year when the event occurred. Each clue produces a digit of 
the Mystery Year, and the final clue provides a check on the other clues.

 Bellringers The puzzles are ideal for warm-ups, sponge activities, skills-review/test 
prep, enrichment/challenge activities, mini-lessons –– and even as activities for math 
clubs. Pages are ready to print or assign digitally to individuals or small groups.

 Test Prep The math content of the warm-ups is based on a daily mixed review of 
skills. By revisiting a variety of important skills on a daily basis, students are likely to 
keep those skills sharp for the high-stakes tests that they will be taking later in the 
year. And the real-world contexts keep students engaged.

 Common Core State Standards The skills/concepts addressed in the puzzles 
are drawn from the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content and 
Mathematical Practice from Grades 5–8. Overall, the skills increase in difficulty as the 
year progresses. It should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the 
puzzles with success to provide students with important skills review in context.

CCSS




